
IN THE COURT OF ADDL. DIST. & SESSIONS JUDGE
HOJAI, SANKARDEV NAGAR.

Special  (POCSO ) case No.-11/15

Sukendu Bardhan – Accused 

Vs

State of Assam. 

Present : Sri M. Kalita, A.J.S. 

Addl. Dist. & Sessions Judge 

Hojai, Sankardev Nagar. 

Ld. advocate for the accused : Mr. D. Singha. 

Ld. advocate for the state : Mr. R. Roy, Addl. P.P. 

Evidence recorded on : 17/8/15, 11/9/15, 6/10/15, 13/10/15. 

Argument heard on : 30/11/15. 

Judgment delivered on : 11/12/15. 

Judgment

1.                                         The factual matrix of the  prosecution case as  

reflected  in the  case  record  is that  informant  Prafulla Kr. Sarma the P.W.1 

lodged  the written  ejahar  before  Lumding  police station   on 4/7/15  against 

accused Sukhendu   Bardhan stating  inter-alia  that  his  daughter  the victim 

aged  about 14 years  was  attending  tuition classes  conducted  by the  accused 

.  On 25/6/15  at  about 6 a.m.  the victim  went   to attend the  tuition  class at 

the   residence of accused . At  that time  the accused  gagged  her  mouth  and  

tried to  drag her   to the  bed room  with a view to  commit  illegal  act.  In the 

mean  time wife of the accused  came and saw the incident , so the victim  could  

save herself from  the  hands  of the  accused . The  accused also threatened 

the victim with  telling  her  that  he would commit suicide  if she discloses  the 

matter to others . So  for such  threatening given by the accused the victim 

remained weeping . Even  she  hesitated  to disclose  the matter to others . On  

the same  day  the   informant  had left for  N.J.P. And during that  time  the 

victim disclosed the matter to her mother . Accordingly  his wife  informed  the 

matter  to  him . On 4/7/15  when the  informant  along with  his neighbourer 

went to the  house  of the  accused  to enquire the matter  then  the  accused 

confessed his  guilty  before  them .  But immediately the  accused  became 
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angry  and tried to assault  to the  informant . So  informant  lodged  the ejahar  

before  P/S  for  taking  necessary  action . After  receiving  the ejahar police 

registered the case  U/S 354 r.w. Sec. 12 of  POCSO Act and accordingly police 

investigated  the case .  During the period of investigation  the  victim  was 

medically  examined .  The accused was  arrested  and forwarded him to jail . 

And after completion of investigation  I/O  submitted  charge sheet  U/S 354 

I.P.C.  r.w. Sec. 12 POCSO Act .  As  the  offence  under  POCSO  Act  exclusively 

triable by the  Court  of  Sessions , so  the  case was taken for   trial  by this 

Court . After perusing  the C.R. and C.D.  and after hearing  the  submission of 

the  Ld.  Counsels  the  charge  was  framed  U/S 354 I.P.C. r.w. Sec 12 of 

POCSO Act  then the content  of the charge was read over and explained to the 

accused  to which  the  accused  pleaded not guilty  and claimed to be tried. 

During   the  course of  trial  the prosecution   has   examined  as  many  as   7 

witnesses including  the medical  officer and  the I/O . Then  the  accused  has 

been examined U/S 313 Cr.P.C.  The defence  case  is to total  denial . Moreover 

no witness  has been  examined  by defence . 

2.                                          Point for determination of this case :   

(1)  Whether  the accused  used  criminal   force  with  intend to 

outrage  the modesty of the victim  at the  time  of occurrence ? 

(2) If  so,  whether  the  accused also caused  sexual  harassment  to  

the  victim at the  time  of occurrence ? 

Discussion decision  and reason for decision

3.                                        As  reflected  in the  case  record  the  

prosecution’s  allegation  is that  the accused  was   conducting  the tutorial 

classes  in the  area and the  victim  attained  the tuition  class conducted  by the 

accused . On the date of occurrence  on 4/7/15  the  accused  gagged  her 

mouth  inside the  tutorial  class and tried to drag  her to his bed room  for  

committing sexual  intercourse .  At that time  the wife  of the  accused   arrived  

and saw the incident . Thereafter  the accused  left  the place . Then the victim 

could save herself from the  hands of accused . Then when  the  father of the 

victim asked  the  accused  about the accident  then  the  accused became angry 

on him  and tried to assault  him . On the other hand  the defence  version  is 

that  no  such  incident took place  as  alleged  in the  F.I.R. . The  accused 
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being  the  voluntary  retired person as school teacher conducted  tuition classes 

in the area . So there is no  such  ground  for committing  such  offence by 

accused . Moreover his reputation in the area is very good .  The  informant only 

lodged  the F.I.R.  against  him  because he did not  clear  the  dues for  tuition  

classes attended by  his  daughter.  When  the  accused  insisted  the  informant  

to  clear  the dues  then  the informant   with a conspiracy  lodged  the  false 

F.I.R.  against  him.  The other  version of defence  is that  the F.I.R.  was 

lodged  after  delay  of  10 days as and when  the wife  of  accused  had  to 

lodge the  ejahar  against  the  informant  for  committing  criminal  trespass. So 

the F.I.R.  lodged   by the informant  is totally  false  and lodged only to harass  

the  accused    because  he is a reputed  person in the area . So  in  view of the  

above   position  of  the material   fact  brought  forwarded before  me by both 

parties  I like to briefly discuss the evidences of P.W.s to  decide   whether  the 

prosecution   is able to prove the   charge levelled against the accused  . 

4.                                      P.W.1 , Sri Prafulla Kr.  Sarma  has stated  that  on  

25/6/15  the  occurrence  took  place  when  he was  at  Jalpaiguri .  On  that 

day  his daughter  attended the  tutorial  class  conducted by  the accused . The 

accused gagged her mouth  and  tried to drag  her to the  bed room  for  commit 

illegal act . Due to arrival  of the  wife of accused  the  victim  could save  

herself . The  accused  threatened  her  not to disclose  the matter to  others.  

When his wife   came  to know  the incident  from  their daughter  after 4/5 days 

and after arrival of the informant from Jalpaiguri  he  lodged  the ejahar  .  He 

has proved  the ejahar as Ext-1  and   his signature as Ext-1(1) .  At that time 

the  age  of the  victim was 14.  In the cross-examination  P.W.1 has admitted 

that before  the  occurrence  he regarded  the accused  as  good person  of the 

locality  because  he  was  a  voluntary  retired teacher . He conducted  the 

tutorial  classes for  large   number  of students  and  his  daughter  attained the  

tutorial  class in a group .She attended the classes  for 5/6  months . The  P.W.1 

has  also  denied  the fact  that  due to his inability to clear tuition fees ,  he  

falsely  lodged  the ejahar . . 

5.                                  P.W.2     Namita   Sarmah ,    the     wife  of the  

informant  has  stated  that  on the  day of occurrence  when  his  daughter,  the 

victim , had  gone  to  attend the tutorial class  at the residence  of accused  

then  accused  tried to drag her  to his bed room . But  due to arrival  of  his wife  

he   left  her .   And  after  the incident  when she came to know about  the 
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occurrence she informed  the matter   to  her   husband  and her   husband 

lodged  the F.I.R. 

6.                                       In  the cross-examination the P.W.2 has  admitted  

that  she has  no any idea  if  there is  any case filed  against  her husband  by  

the  wife of the  accused .  P.W.2  has also denied  some  suggestion  put to her  

by defence . 

7.                                      P.W.3  Miss  Pratima Sarma the  victim,  has stated 

that  on 25/6/15  when  she went to the  house  of  accused  at about 6/ 6-30 

a.m.  and after 15 minutes  of the  class the accused  tried to drag  her  to the  

his bed room.  The accused  touched her hand . When  the wife of the  accused 

noticed the incident  then  accused left  her.  Accused  threatened her  not to 

disclose the matter  to  others. Even  accused threatened  her to commit suicide 

if she discloses the matter to any one .  Then  she  was weeping  for  such 

incident . Even  she  tried to commit  suicide . Therefore  she  told the matter  to  

her mother . Then  her  father lodged  the  F.I.R. 

8.                                        In the  cross-examination,  the  victim  has  stated  

that  she  did not  state before  the  police  that  after 15  minutes of the class 

the  accused  gagged  her  mouth and  dragged  her  to the bed room . Because 

police  only asked  her about  her age  and about the  class in which   she was  

reading . 

9.                                          P.W.4,      Jogat     Jyoti     Ghosh    the  

another  neighbourer  of  the  informant   has  stated  that    on  the   date   of 

occurrence  after  his  arrival when  he did not find his wife at his residence he 

then asked his mother where about of his wife and his mother informed him that 

his wife had gone  to the P.S.  Thereafter he also went to the police station , and 

knew that  the accused  misbehaved  the daughter  of the  informant . 

10.                                      In the  cross-examination  P.W.4  has admitted 

that  the informant  bear his  travelling cost  for  deposing the  evidence . 

11.                                         P.W.5  Smti.  Champa   Ghosh the wife of  P.W.4  

has also  stated  that  on the  day of  occurrence  when  she came to the 

residence  of  daughter of informant then  she was found weeping . On  being 

asked the  victim  narrated  the fact  before  her . Then  she along  with  the 

wife of  informant went  to the  house  of accused . Then  wife of the  accused 

tried to assault them . Even she  was assaulted  by broom  .  Then  informant 

lodged  the  F.I.R. . 
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12.                                         P.W.6  S.I. Sarbeswar Chetia is the  investigating  

officer .  He  has deposed that  the F.I.R. was lodged  on 4/7/15.  He  was 

directed to  investigate the matter .  On the same date  he  picked up  the 

accused  and after  interrogation   he  arrested  the accused and forwarded him 

to jail .  He  forwarded the victim for  medical examination . After  examination 

he  collected  the medical  report .  In the  cross-examination  P.W.6 has made 

it  clear  that  occurrence  took  place on 25/6/15  but  no reason  was shown  in 

the F.I.R.  and in the statement of  informant  recorded  by him   regarding  the 

cause  of delay  for  lodging  the ejahar . But  informant  left  his house on the  

date of occurrence and returned  on 3/7/15 . But  he  did not  explain any reason 

for  leaving   his   residence  .  On  4/7/15   the  O/C   of  Lumding   P.S.   got 

information   regarding  the  quarrel  made    between  the  family  members  of 

accused  and  informant . So he  picked up  the  accused  to the  P/S .  Both  the 

parties  lodged  the ejahar against each other.

13.                                              P.W.7   Dr.    Sangeeta    Dhar is the medical 

officer . She  has  stated  that nothing any injury   was detected  on the person 

of the  victim at the time of examination . She has proved the medical report as 

Ext-4. 

14.                                         On the basis of above discussion  it is found  

very  must  clear  that  the F.I.R.  was  lodged  after 9 / 10 days and there was a 

quarrel  that took place  between  the family members  of  accused  and the 

informant  on the date of lodging the F.I.R. and the same day  both  the parties  

lodged the ejahar  against each other . So  the  delay  for  lodging  the ejahar  is  

the  important  fact  for  deciding  the  reliability and the credibility  of the 

evidence  of P.W.s . Because  the defence  has mainly  placed  the  reliance  on 

the  fact  that  as the  family  members  of informant  committed  criminal 

trespassed and  made  quarrel   with  the  family  members of  accused , so  the 

wife  of accused had  lodged ejahar against  the  family  members of informant 

and the  informant   out of grudge  lodged  the  false  F.I.R.  in   the instant 

case . In  this  context  I like to discuss some  important  facts  raised during  the 

course of argument  .  The Ld.  defence counsel  has vehemently submitted  that 

the F.I.R.  of the instant case was  lodged  falsely . It was  lodged out of grade 

only .  Initially  the F.I.R.  was lodged  against   the  family   member   of  the 

informant as  they had made quarrel  with  the  wife  of the  accused  by 

committing  criminal  trespass. The  Ld.  defence  counsel  has  also  produced 
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the  F.I.R.  which was lodged against  the  family  members  of the  informant . 

Moreover  the  Ld.  defence  counsel  has submitted  that  the  police  did not 

interrogate  the neighbouring peoples of the  P/O . He  recorded  the other 

witnesses  whose residence are far away from the residence of accused . So after 

appreciating the evidence in the light of above facts which has been brought 

forward  by defence and which  has not be denied by  P.W.1 and P.W.2, so  the 

evidence  of P.W.s  are found  not reliable . 

15.                                     Other  important  fact  raised  by the  defence  is  

that  in the  F.I.R.  the  informant  had  stated   that  he  had  to  left  for 

Jalpaiguri  on the date  of occurrence .  But  in the statement  recorded by the 

I/O  the  informant  had  stated  that  he  left  for  Lumding  on 3/7/15 that 

means he had left on  the  day  before  the  occurrence . So  the evidence  of the 

informant  is  found  not  reliable  due to  this contradictory  fact revealed  by 

him  in the evidence . Because  his  evidence  is  not as per with the facts stated 

by  him before the I/O .  Other  important  fact  which  is  deserved to be 

mentioned  here  that  as per the evidence of the P.W.s the accused  touched 

her hand  at  the time  of occurrence, but  the question is raised as by touching 

her hand  how the accused can drag  her to his bed room . But  such  fact  has 

not been  mentioned  in the  F.I.R.  Because  the F.I.R.  It is   only  mentioned 

that  the accused  gagged  the mouth  of the informant  and  dragged  her  to 

the  bed room . Other  important  contradictory   facts  revealed by the  P.W.1  is  

that  in the  evidence  the  informant  has  stated  that  he  left  the  N.J.P.  at  

the time  of occurrence,  but  in the F.I.R.  the informant had stated that  he had 

to  left for  Lumding  at  about 2  p.m.   on the date  of occurrence .  So there  

are  so many major  contradiction  in the evidences of P.W.s . P.W.s  have made 

some  improved version  in their  evidence .  And  due  to such contradiction  the 

evidences of P.W.s  are   found  trustful . On the other hand  the defence’s  plea 

regarding  the lodging  of false  ejahar  by the  informant  could not be rebutted 

by the prosecution .  And for  the  above  major contradiction  the evidence of 

P.W.s  is  found not credible  one  and on the basis of such  unreliable  evidence  

the accused can not be held guilty  for committing  offence  U/S 354 I.P.C.  and 

r/w sec 12 of POCSO Act   . The  prosecution  has totally  failed  to  prove  the 

ingredient  of  above  offences   with  substantive  material  which  is    beyond 

reasonable  doubt . Because  for the  major  contradiction  in the  evidence  of 
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P.W.s  has  made  the whole  prosecutions story   doubtful and for  the reason 

the  accused is  entitled  to the acquittal on the benefit of doubt.

16.                                    So accused is acquitted and set at liberty forth with . 

17.                                   The bail bond of the  accused  is discharged from the  

case . 

18.                                     Let  the copy of Judgment be furnished to the D.M. 

19.                                  Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this  

11th day of December , 2015 . 

                                                                    Addl. Dist & Sessions Judge 

                                                                      Hojai, Sankardev Nagar. 
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